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A n En gl i sh m an i n Madri d
By Eduardo Mendoza, Nick Caistor

Quercus Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, An Englishman in Madrid,
Eduardo Mendoza, Nick Caistor, Anthony Whitelands, an English art historian, is invited to Madrid to
value the collection of a Spanish duke. At a welcome lunch he encounters Jose Antonio Primo de
Rivera, founder and leader of the Falange, a nationalist party whose antics are bringing the country
ever closer to civil war. The paintings turn out to be worthless, but before Whitelands can leave for
London the duke's daughter Paquita reveals a secret and genuine treasure, held for years in the
cellars of her ancestral home. Afraid that the duke will cash in his wealth to finance the Falange, the
Spanish authorities resolve to keep a close eye on the Englishman, who is also being watched by his
own embassy. As Whitelands - ever the fool for a pretty face - vies with Primo de Rivera for
Paquita's affections, he learns of a final interested party: Madrid is crawling with Soviet spies, and
Moscow will stop at nothing to secure the hidden prize.
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Reviews
This book will not be straightforward to start on studying but really fun to read. it absolutely was writtern really flawlessly and helpful. You can expect to
like just how the writer write this publication.
-- Glenna Goldner
This ebook is definitely not easy to get going on looking at but quite fun to learn. We have read and so i am sure that i will gonna study once more yet
again later on. I am very happy to inform you that here is the finest publication i actually have read inside my personal daily life and might be he best
publication for possibly.
-- Sister La ng osh
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